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The Year of Living Dangerously. 2021 has
continued to bring bad news, including continuing major c-19 threats to humans and
potentially to orangutans. This, of course, is
on top of ongoing major human threats to
remaining wild orangutans and their habitat.
There has also been some good news: again,
this year, Kutai NP did not suffer serious fire
damage, our team has continued to stay in
KNP to protect it, and the orangutans
they’ve seen are doing well.
Orangutans in Kutai National Park. I still
can’t visit our orangutan research and conservation project in Kutai NP, or resume
normal field research. C-19 conditions worldwide are still the reason. So I’m still in Canada, working from my home in Toronto, but
at least safe and now fully c-19 vaccinated.
The good news is that our orangutan field
research team has been allowed to stay at
our field sites, to protect the orangutans, the
park’s other flora and fauna, and our field
posts from poachers. But they still can’t resume our orangutan research work. Why?
My permit has expired and new permits are
not yet being issued. The most recent good
news I have received is that Indonesian authorities recently resumed granting some
foreign research permits - but not yet visas.
For current research projects, this means

The two photos above show offspring stacking (a
mother caring for more than one dependent young
simultaneously) in 2 wild adult female orangutans in
Kutai National Park - Putri (left) and Labu (right).
This is exceptional because it thought *not* to occur
in wild orangutans. Read more about this exceptional
finding inside this newsletter….

projects that operate largely with Indonesian colleagues and staff can resume research work.
Following our last year’s move, our newsletter
now to includes articles on other nonhuman primates - many also under threat from humans.
Largely because they are so much like us, we use
them in research, catch and sell them as collectibles, take over their native habitat, and kill them.
That’s no way to treat family! Incorporating this
material at least means we can spread news of
local and international events affecting them and
efforts to protect them.
Our members have also been active on other
fronts. Important locally, several contribute actively to Story Book Farm Primate Sanctuary in
Sunderland Ontario. SBFPS cares for monkeys and
lemurs rescued from captivity and/or retired from
laboratories. I am among SBFPS’s volunteers, and
recently joined their Board of Directors.
Donations. We are very grateful for the personal and the Indianapolis Zoo donations we have
received. IZ funds are designated for research and
conservation work in Kutai NP, in collaboration
with our Kutai orangutan project and the Kutai
NP authority.
BOS Canada Conservation Grants. We are
offering small conservation grants again in 2021;
see our announcement later in the newsletter.
BOS Canada Newsletter. Our 2021 newsletter
features articles by Ron Orenstein and material
we presented to the Indonesian Heritage Society
(Jakarta) and the American Society of Primatology.
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** THE YEAR OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY **
2nd Time Around - Orangutans & Covid -19
Anne Russon
Orangutan Kutai Project & Glendon College, York University, Toronto
As we all undoubtedly know,
much too well, covid-19 has made
2021 another exceptionally difficult
and dangerous year. Vaccines have
begun to reduce the risks and infections in some countries, but they tend
to be wealthier countries.
This is worrisome because orangutans and the other nonhuman great
apes - chimpanzees, bonobos, and gorillas - are considered particularly vulnerable to covid-19 infection due to
their close genetic similarities to humans. Several gorillas at San Diego
Zoo have tested positive for covid-19.
• n a t i o n a l g e o g r a p h ic.com/animals/article/first-greatapes-at-us-zoo-receive-coronavirusvaccine-made-for-animals
• primate-sg.org/covid-19
The online information hub developed by the Orangutan Veterinary
Advisory Group (OVAG)’s provides
free current expert medical knowledge
on orangutans’ vulnerability to covid-

19 (link below). Both the covid-19 situation and our understanding of it change
rapidly, so the information posted is
updated frequently. Its main 2021 focus,
not surprisingly, is the ever present danger of covid-19 in SE Asia.
OVAG’s website information on
covid-19 also links to resources and
advice from the IUCN SSC Primate Specialist Group’s Section on Great Apes
(SGA). Their link (below) provides guidance and recommendations on covid-19
for practitioners and industry.
• ovag.org/news/non-human-primatecovid-19-information-hub
• orangutan.com/apply-c19/
As for “good” news, both orangutan
habitat countries, Indonesia and Malaysia, currently show low to moderate
covid-19 risks relative to other countries, based on human covid-19 case and
death rates. How well this bodes for
orangutans depends, of course, on the
accuracy of these rates and how well
they hold up over time.

•

worldometers.info/coronavirus/ ?utm campaign =homeAdvegas1?
• time.com/6046172/southeast-asia-covid/
Agencies working with orangutans
have taken measures to protect them
from covid-19. Two examples are below.
• orangutan.or.id/mawas-staff-take-actionto-curb-spread-of-covid-19/
• orangutan.com/apply-c19/
To explain this article’s title, I first
used it for a talk I gave to the Indonesian
Heritage Society on orangutans’ survival
status, to highlight their serious risks of
extinction. It’s borrowed from the wellknown film on an earlier period of great
strife in Indonesia, the 1965 overthrow of
President Sukarno. And that film is based
on CJ Koch’s 1978 novel, with the same
title, on this period in Indonesia’s history.
By the way, that film is worth watching (available on Netflix, Youtube, etc.),
and the novel certainly worth reading.
Here’s one of several llinks to the film
• archive.org/details/the-year-of-livingdangerously-1982
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Orangutans in Kutai National Park - 2021
Anne Russon & Purwo Kuncoro
Orangutan Kutai Project & Glendon College, York University, Toronto
The situation for our orangutan research and conservation project in Kutai National Park remains
very difficult, as it is for many
orangutan field projects, due to
covid-19 conditions. I am still in
Canada, and my field research team
can still only guard our study areas
within the park.
My research permit has been
approved by Indonesian authorities, but foreign researchers are
not yet authorized to resume their
research within Indonesia. New
information I received just a couple
of weeks ago, from a fellow foreign
researcher, is that Indonesia has
begun allowing foreign research to
resume *if* it is undertaken by the
foreign researchers’ Indonesian
partners (counterparts). I am now
checking about our own situation.
On the research front, my
focus has been assessing how often
KNP’s adult females reproduce (IBI
- inter-birth intervals) and whether
they support two immature offspring simultaneously (OS - offspring stack). Data from other wild
orangutan sites show long IBI (7-8
years) and no OS. The explanation
offered is that orangutans’ native
forests are ‘poor’ producers of
their foods, so adult females can’t
‘afford’ to reproduce more often
or to support more than one offspring at a time.
As of last year, we has obtained enough current and historical data to assess and document IBI
and OS in KNP’s two adult female

We have followed both mothers
orangutans - Putri (with juvenile and
for
6-10 years, and our data show
infant sons, Pur and Pan) and Labu
(with juvenile Langit and infant short IBI (~6 yr) and OS (~2 yr).
These IBI are considerably shorter
daughter Luna). Photos are below.
than those in wild orangutan populations elsewhere, and of course the OS
is unique, We are presenting these
findings this year at a major primatology conference, and are in the process
of publishing a scientific article.
On the conservation front, we
do all we can. Currently, in the field,
we protect the forest areas we use.

Putri holding Pan, Pur above

Labu holding Langit, Luna above

On the collaboration front, we
have finalized two cooperation agreements for research and knowledge
sharing between our KNP project (my
university) and Indonesian partners.
Our first partner is STIPER, a
nearby agricultural/forestry college. My
hopes are that some of its students
can benefit from projects that our
KNP project can support.
Our second partner is UNAS, a
well-known Indonesian university in
Jakarta with several prominent orangutan researchers on its faculty and students likely to be interested in orangutan related research projects.
And, as I write, YorkU should be
signing a cooperation agreement with
Indonesia’s Directorate General of
Nature Resources and Ecosystem
Conservation (KSDAE) to support our
orangutan research and conservation
work in KNP.
Once signed, this cooperation
agreement should enable us to resume
research with our Indonesian staff and
counterpart - even if I can’t be there.
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Orangutan Projects & Covid-19
Here’s our compilation of news items from major projects in native habitat and from sanctuaries.
Patti Regan’s Center for Great Apes, Florida
Our recent newsletters included articles
about Sandra, an orangutan held captive for
years then granted legal personhood status and
sent to a sanctuary by a Argentinian judge. Florida’s Center for Great Apes (CGA), the only accredited sanctuary for orangutans in the USA,
accepted Sandra in 2019. Sandra was again in the
news in 2020, when an online video of her washing her hands in soapy water went viral. The story got twisted: Sandra started washing her hands,
it was said, because she often saw her caregivers
doing it during the covid-19 crisis. So c-19 causes fake orangutan news… but good promo
nationalgeographic.com/animals/article/coronavirusfake-animal-news-part-two. For updates on Sandra,
see centerforgreatapes.org/orangutan/sandra
Gunung Palung Orangutan Project W Borneo
C-19 has crippled orangutan research and
conservation by interrupting both and limiting
networking and collaboration. Both depend on
funding, so hits to the economy globally have
made funding more difficult to secure. C-19
lockdowns and travel restrictions have halted
most global travel, so many field research sites
have temporarily shut down. This results in reducing or stopping surveillance of formally protected areas. As conservation presence and activities wane in these areas, poachers have easy
opportunities to enter. Economic pressures can
also force local people to poach wildlife or log
illegally to survive. See GPOP’s website for information on their efforts to help the situation.
savegporangutans.org/covid-and-conservation/
Borneo Nature Foundation, Central Borneo
BNF has similar procedures for limiting C-
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19 risks in their field research and conservation
work. It is among the projects that suspended
monitoring nonhuman primates in their study
area to avoid infecting them. As C-19 risks are
unlikely to wane in the foreseeable future, BNF
is working to develop a longer-term research
strategy that balances the risks of transmitting
C-19 against the risks of stopping primate research. It is continuing its conservation work
(e.g., reforestation, patrols to control poaching,
maintaining forest fire fighting teams) but has
suspended most work that requires meeting
and/or replaced it with online communication.
borneonaturefoundation.org/en/news/borneo-naturefoundation -and-covid -19-opportunities -andchallenges/
Sumatran Orangutan Conservation Project
SOCP, a major Sumatran orangutan rehabilitation and conservation project , has also
suspended all but essential orangutan monitoring activities and implemented health controls
for essential work (e.g., masks, distance).
SOCP recently received support from Leonardo DiCaprio for a campaign to protect Sumatran orangutans from C-19.
sumatranorangutan.org/; thejakartapost.com/life/
2020/07/18/leonardo-dicaprio-shows-support-forsumatran-orangutan-conservation-program.html

BOS Foundation, Indonesian Borneo
BOS operates several rehabilitation projects for ex-captive orangutans and supports one
wild orangutan research project (Tuanan) in central Borneo. It has closed all its orangutan facilities to visitors, volunteers, and researchers;
checks health of all essential staff twice daily; requires all office staff to work from home; has
developed C-19 protocols for veterinary staff
and for controlling C-19 spread if detected; and
continues to pay salaries to staff not working
due to C-19.
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Orangutan Projects & Covid-19

orangutan.or.id/bosf-official-statement-covid-19/
Orangutan Foundation International (OFI)
OFI, which supports orangutan conservation in Tanjung Puting National Park in Central
Borneo, operates tourist visits to view forest
living orangutans there and a care centre for
orangutans in need of medical treatment. OFI
has instituted procedures to ensure orangutans’

health and safety in each of these settings. As
elsewhere, some important work has had to be
suspended to control against spreading C-19 to
these orangutans and the staff working with
them.
orangutanfoundation.org.au/covid-19-update-specialprecautions-to-ensure-the-health-and-safety-oforangutans/

Some good orangutan (and primatology) reading …
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STORY BOOK FARM PRIMATE SANCTUARY
SUNDERLAND, ON
Several rescued form illegal captivity. Darwin, the famous Ikea monkey, and Pockets
Warhol, the famous artist, are among them. SBF provides valuable and important contributions to animal welfare. Check out their website and consider donating to help them
provide good care for the primates they shelter - and a visit, once it’s safe...

www.storybookmonkeys.org/

Risky, a black lemur, is also
Cheeko, a black tufted
Misha, a female Japanese
capuchin, lived most of his life, macaque, was sent to SBFPS by a new. Animal Welfare services
about 30 years, in a bird cage as a zoo when she was 2 years old seized him and sent him to us
garden nursery attraction. He after her mother died.
came to SBFPS in 2010, with rotten teeth and infected gums
caused by an inappropriate diet.

As a pet Risky was just fed
bananas and table scraps, so his
coat was sparse and patchy. Now
he gets (and enjoys) lots of vegetables and looks much healthier
We had to remove many of his
teeth, but his appetite and health
improved and he became more
active and vocal. Recently, he was
not eating well and was found to
Now out of quarantine, Misha
have kidney disease. We euthanized him because wouldn’t is friendly, confident and resilient.
She was successfully introduced
accept medications.
to Bella and Simon - nice temperDarwin, our famous ma- ed Japanese macaques. Once
caque, developed an unusual rela- physical access was allowed, all
tionship with our baboon Piiere - began grooming. Misha ‘adopted ’
he ’adopted’ Pierre as his surro- Bella as her mother, so she is
gate father. As they say, adversity now learning Japanese macaque
social ropes and now has a family.
makes for strange bedfellows.

——————Our sanctuary now at capacity,
so we are renovating to expand but
our current space is limited so we
now need even more new buildings
and enclosures. We are currently
seeking $1 million for this expansion,
so donations are gratefully accepted!
Thank you for your continued
support, and for being part of the
Story Book family. Best wishes for a
safe and healthy 2022 from us all at
Story Book. We hope you will be
able to come and visit us next year.
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Orangutans: A Natural History
Ron Orenstein’s new book

It’s now been over two years
since I was last in Borneo. I had
been going there regularly, not as
an orangutan researcher (I am
not one), but because my wife
hails from Kuching in Sarawak, so
I have family to visit there (and
forests to explore). When Lionel
Koffler of Firefly Books asked me
if to write a general-audience
book about orangutans, he gave
me a chance to revisit their
range, at least vicariously, from
my desk in Mississauga
(Ontario). Naturally, I accepted.
I had already written generalaudience books on such diverse
groups as turtles, hummingbirds
and butterflies. With orangutans,
though, I was nervous about exploring a field to which so many
dedicated primatologists had devoted years of their lives. What
could I, who had seen a truly wild
orangutan exactly once, add to
what they had written?
As it turns out, I have a great
deal to draw on. As I began my
research, I was staggered by the
number of papers on orangutan
biology and conservation that
have been published in the last
few years alone, filled with discoveries and insights - not least,
of course, being the identification

of the Tapanuli orangutan, a newly discovered and deeply endangered species. Many of these discoveries have not made their way
into any popular natural history I
know of. Of the 250+ references
I’ve cited so far (the book isn’t
complete), 136 were published in
the past five years alone (201721). I have had a rich field to explore and represent.
I also had help. Ian Redmond,
my old friend, put me in touch
with Ape Alliance members. Anne Russon has read
great chunks of the text and acted as what she calls “the nitpicker from Hell” – exactly what
I wanted her to be. Julie Sherman went over my text on rehabilitation, and other orangutan
researchers have kindly spent
Zoom time with me or read sections relating to their work. My
wife Eileen continues to support
my book-writing activities and, as
former Director of the Sarawak
Biodiversity Centre, helps me
understand all things Sarawakian.
The result , wit h t he
(working) title Orangutans: Their
History, Natural History and Conservation, is due to be published by
Firefly Books in Oct. 2022. It will
be liberally illustrated. The text
will explore a broad canvas, from
orangutan evolution and intelligence to oil palms and illegal
trade - and from Molly, the
orangutan artist who once lived
in the Tokyo Zoo, to Sir Oran
Haut-ton, the silent orangutan

hero of Thomas Love Peacock’s
1817 novel Melincourt.
My early December deadline
is fast approaching, but I would
still be grateful to hear from anyone who wants to make sure that
an important point (or anecdote)
is not overlooked. My email is
ron.orenstein@rogers.com.
The book’s illustrations have
not been finalized, so I would also
be grateful to hear from anyone
with high-resolution photos they
would like Firefly to consider. In
the meantime, I still have work,
and learning, to do, and I hope
you will enjoy the final result.

Ron Orenstein is a Canadian zoologist,
lawyer, dedicated wildlife conservationist, and author of 12 books on science
and nature. He is a consultant for the
Humane Society International, and a
member of the Board of Directors of
the Species Survival Network and several IUCN Species Survival Commission
Specialist Groups (Asian Songbird
Trade, Freshwater Turtle and Tortoise,
Hornbill). He has been a registered observer at CITES meetings (Convention
on International Trade in Endangered
Species) for over 30 years. He and his
wife live in Canada but, when possible,
spend part of the year in Malaysiia,
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Orangutans in the News — 2021
SAVING TAPANULI ORANGUTANS FROM EXTINCTION?
New studies indicate these orangutans are at much greater risk of extinction than previously thought, probably due to hunting and habitat loss: they now
occupy only 2.5% of their historical range. Threats persist and are increased by mining and infrastructure projects in their remaining habitat. At current
habitat loss rates, scientists consider their extinction inevitable.
See news.mongabay.com/2021/01/new-research-historical-range-tapanuli-orangutan-extinction,
Meiijaard et al. (2021). The historical range and drivers of decline of the Tapanuli orangutan. PLOS ONE doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0238087
TORONTO ZOO (TZ) ORANGUTANS: NEW OUTDOOR EXHIBIT & PUPPE’S PREGNANT
Orangutans have lived at TZ since 1974, but had only indoor facilities. TZ is now building them an outdoor habitat, scheduled to open to the public in the
spring of 2022. Other major orangutan news: as of Oct 7/2021, Sekali, one of the zoo’s adult females, is pregnant and expected to give birth in April 2022.
See totimes.ca/toronto-zoo-orangutan-habitat-will-reach-new-heights/ &
toronto.com/news-story/10487814-one-of-toronto-zoo-s-longest-residents-celebrates-her-54th-birthday/
CENTER FOR GREAT APES (CGA) - ORANGUTANS
Last year’s CGA orangutan news was about Sandra, a captive orangutan granted “personhood” in Brazil and now (since late 2019) living at CGA’s facility in
Florida. As of this year, Sandra has adjusted quite well to her new home and has slowly been introduced to Jethro, CGA’s male orangutan. The two have
developed a true friendship. For updates, see CGA’s website (www.centerforgreatapes.org/meet-apes/orangutans/).
ORANGUTAN FOUNDATION INTERNATIONAL (OFI)
See OFI’s response to the covid-19 situation. https://orangutan.org/covid-19-response
ORANGUTANS IN GUNING PALUNG (WEST KALIMANTAN)
News on Dr. C. Knott’s orangutan research and conservation work. See savegporangutans.org/?blm_aid=33903
BORNEO NATURE FOUNDATION (BNF) - ORANGUTANS.
News on BNF’s orangutan research and conservation. See borneonaturefoundation.org/news_category/press-releases/
BORNEO ORANGUTAN SURVIVAL FOUNDATION (BOS)
News on BOSF’s their orangutan research and conservation work. See www.orangutan.or.id/#
SUMATRAN ORANGUTAN CONSERVATION PROJECT (SOCP)
See www.sumatranorangutan.org/2020/03/media/preparing-in-case-of-covid-19-at-the-socp-orangutan-rescue-and-rehabilitation-centre/
ORANGUTAN VETERINARY ADVISORY GROUP (OVAG)
OVAG’s covid-19 information hub on risks of human to non-human primate transmission
See www.ovag.org/news/non-human-primate-covid-19-information-hub & umnadvet.instructure.com/courses/324
NON HUMAN PRIMATE (NHP) COVID-19 INFORMATION HUB
NHP, closely related to humans, may be susceptible to covid-19 - especially orangutans and other great apes. Al great ape species are already at serious
risk of extinction so more threats are of great concerns. See umnadvet.instructure.com/courses/324 & medicalnewstoday.com/articles/great-apes-covid
ARCUS FOUNDATION
See arcusfoundation.org/blog/great-apes/we-may-become-lost-in-peoples-minds-ape-sanctuaries-face-uncertainty-during-covid-19/
ASP (AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PRIMATOLOGISTS) CONSERVATION INTRODUCTION
Nice introduction to the nonhuman primates - who they are, where they live, and why they are important
See youtube.com/watch?v=5vVXXfMEv0Y&feature=youtu.be & www.bbc.com/news/in-pictures-58720336
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 2020 PHOTO WINNERS
See www.bbc.com/news/in-pictures-58720336
OTHER USEFUL PRIMATOLOGY ITEMS

HOPES FOR RECOVERY OF THE WORLD’S RAREST PRIMATE
China’s Hainan gibbon is now the world’s rarest primate and among its rarest mammals, due to hunting, habitat loss, and limited conservation attention.
Only one single high-level population remains, in one national nature reserve on Hainan island. China’s plans to establish a national park the island offer
hope but challenges remain.
See www.science.org/doi/full/10.1126/science.abc1402
IUCN NEWSLETTERS (via u9741436.wl187.sendgrid.net)
See newsletters@iucn-crm.org;
INTERNATIONAL ANIMAL RESCUE (IAR): TACKLING BIODIVERSITY LOSS AND CLIMATE CHANGE
See internationalanimalrescue.org/tackling-biodiversity-loss-and-climate-change#
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Adopt a wild Orangutan in Kutai National Park
(see www.orangutan.ca)

Adoption donations help protect wild orangutans in Kutai National Park, through the Orangutan Kutai (OIK)
Project and Kutai National Park Authorities. The
Orangutan Kutai Project (OK) has found over 50
orangutans at its field sites within the national park;
those available for adoption are orangutans we find and
observe relatively often.
What adoptions support.
These orangutans are wild, so adoption supports efforts
to protect them and their habitat by helping to fund
OK's collaborative work
with Kutai NP authorities.

Darwin 2011

OK does not interfere with
their lives beyond monitoring, and strives to minimize
impact on the park itself.
The project’s regular work
involves following these
orangutans nest to nest,
monitoring forest conditions
(food availability, weather)
that influence their health,
habitat use and travel, and
monitoring human incursions into Kutai National
Park.

How OK activities support Kutai NP orangutans:
• Understanding. Following and monitoring improves
understanding of these orangutans’ behavior, life patterns, preferences, and forest needs.

• Speaking out. Publicizing findings to scientific, political,
and public audiences raises awareness of the recovery of
Kutai NP's orangutan population and habitat, their importance, and their unique qualities.
• Being there. Field researchers are recognized to help
protect orangutans and habitat by their regular presence
and monitoring. OK field staff are continuously active in
the park and have already helped reduce illegal human
activities there by regularly monitoring and reporting.
• Enhancing conservation effectiveness. The OK project applies its findings about KNP orangutans and habitat to develop more effective orangutan conservation
and management programs around the park.
What we give back to donors:
We cannot guarantee to
monitor each individual
orangutan adoptee continuously - youngsters grow up
and leave their mothers, and
mature males are often transient visitors.
We will send an annual newsletter to active donors that
reports the year's major
orangutan events, new scientific findings and contributions
to conservation, and updated
photographs and stories on all
the adoptees that could be
found and monitored.

2021 Adoptee updates
We have very few adoptee options or updates for 2020-21 because covid-19 conditions and complications have continued to make it impossible to continue our research. At most, while guarding our
field sites, our field staff may see orangutans that pass near our research posts. But because we effectively guard both field sites that we use in Kutai NP, through our continuing presence there, we have
fairly good reasons for thinking they are generally safe, functioning normally, and doing well.
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Darwin
Darwin is a young independent male we followed often in Bendili
2011-14. We have found him rarely since then, but in Oct. 2017
and June 2018 our observers found and briefly followed a lone
young male they tentatively identified as Darwin. He only occasionally kiss squeaked, suggesting he was used to our following him - as
Darwin was. He was calm and tolerant of observers - as Darwin
always was. In 2017, he got rid of our observers by disappearing
into thick undergrowth - a technique that Darwin excels in (escaped
our observers that way years ago…). In 2018 we found a male we
think was Darwin, based on his age and behavior (alone, in line with
his maturing), but followed him only till he nested.
If he was Darwin, he is now ca 18 years old (we estimated him to
be ~8 yrs old in 2011), so fully adult. No sightings since 2018, but he
would have changed so much that we wouldn’t recognize him.

Langit

Labu &
Luna

Labu, Langit, Luna & L3. Labu is an adult female orangutan with three daughters, Langit (10.5 yr old), Luna (5 yrs old), and L3 (1 yr old).
We have followed Labu’s family often to see how they find enough food for all three and how long Langit would remain with her mother.
Langit finally “left” Labu In 2019 and had established her own home range by 2020 - but remained in areas adjacent to Labu’s range and still
had friendly meetings Labu and Luna. When we last saw Langit, she was still eating with them when food supplies were good. Important for
science - Labu supported *both* Langit and Luna for almost 3 full years, which is unique in being much longer than wild orangutan mothers
support juveniles elsewhere. Labu’s giving birth to L3 at the end of September 2020 also important news. I still haven’t heard more, and
since we’re not following orangutans due to covid-19 concerns we haven’t been able to collect any systematic information about them. But
the data that we have are already important: Labu has had a new infant every 5 years - much more often than orangutans do elsewhere.

Tanjung
Tanjung is Kutai NP’s grande dame. She has
lived for decades in the Prevab area. Based
on historical records, she’s well over 50
years old. I first read about her in a 1989
research report by Dr. Akira Suzuki, who
followed her in the 1980s. In his report, she
was already adult and with a new infant, born
Oct 1988, plus an older dependent son,
Dekong. Orangutan pregnancy is about 8
months long, Kutai NP females give birth
every 5-7 years, and wild female orangutans
have their first infant at ~15 years of age on
average. Based on Tanjung’s two sons, she
must have been born in the mid 1960s or
earlier– so about 60 years old now.
We also know Tanjung has had at least 5
offspring (Dekong, Danau, Bayur, Deng, a 5th
born in 2006 but vanished in 2009). Bayur,

her daughter, has had two young -Bumi (born
2010, disappeared) and Bulan (born 2015, still
with her at last report). We occasionally saw
Tanjung visit Bayur and Bulan for a few days.
Bayur acted as if she put up with Tanjung’s
presence but didn’t welcome it. We have also
seen Tanjung trying to attract males in the
last 2-3 of years; they don’t seem interested.
Now nearing or about 60 years old, Tanjung
has some disabilities - blind in one eye, movement slow, stiff and careful - but is otherwise
still healthy and active. She’s certainly tough,
having survived 3 exceptionally severe long
droughts and the great fires of Borneo that
followed the 1982-83 and 1997-98 droughts.
She’s among the oldest wild female orangutans known, so among the most impressive
wild orangutans alive. When we last followed
her, in 2019, she’s was still doing fine.
© OK project
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Sally & Sule & S?

Pan

© OK

<— Pan THEN (newborn Nov/13)

Pan NOW (juvenile Jan/20) —>

Putri is the only adult female we had followed in every
year of our research project. Her son Pan is now ~8 years
old, and we have ’known’ him since he was a newborn
(Nov, 2013). He is old enough for semi-independence,
which contributes to enabling Putri to reproduce again.
Within the last year or so our field team observed Putri
mating several times and showing signs of pregnancy - and
Pan was only sometimes nearby. Conditions were suitable
for her to reproduce again: an El Niño drought ending
early in 2020 followed by La Niña good rains would have
encouraged and timed good vegetation growth and fruiting, enabling Putri to reproduce. Once we can resume
research we will be searching for both of them.

In July 2017 we first followed a young adult female with an infant in
the eastern part of our Bendili area (upper left photo). The team
that followed her figured she was Sally, a female we first followed
in 2011 in the same area when she was then an older juvenile and
still with her mother, Sissy. In 2013 we followed Sally again, in the
same area, as an independent adolescent and travelling with an
unflanged male. From 2017 through 2020, we found her with an
infant son, Sule; in 2017, we estimated him to be about 1 yr old
(see upper left photo). We found Sally several times in 2019 and
in 2020, still with Sule, then about 5 years old.
When we next found Sally, in August and September 2020, she
looked pregnant. Sule was sometimes with her but sometimes
alone (lower left and right photos). When our field team found her
again in December 2020, she was carrying a new infant, “S2”,
about 3 mo old. At that time Sule would have been about 5 yrs
old. so Sally’s interbirth interval between Sule and S2 was about 5
yrs - like Labu’s between Luna and L3.

Dao

Dao is a flanged adult male who ranges in the
Prevab area. In 2016 he had a wound from a fight that
would not heal. We arranged help from the Kutai NP
authority and a BOS Foundation veterinary team. The
vet team caught him then cleaned and medicated his
wound. Within two weeks his wound was dry and he
was eating up a storm, and within 3-4 months he was
back to normal. We haven’t followed him recently - and
as an adult male he probably ranges over large areas of
forest - but we have sighted him periodically and he was
doing well. We think he’s a great orangutan for adoption. He and other KNP orangutans inhabit “protected”
forest, but it is surrounded by humans and it suffers
poaching. Dao may have been injured because he *had*
to fight, due to increasing competition with other
orangutans for dwindling forest resources. It;s also due
to humans who care, however, that Dao has forest in
which to live and had care when he needed it.
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BOS Canada
Conservation Grants 2021-22
BOS Canada is offering small grants in 2021-22 to support conservation research on orangutans or
related projects, including conservation education. Projects involving direct conservation work must
include a research component that evaluates the effectiveness of the conservation work proposed.
A donor has provided generous funding, especially for rehabilitation, so applications for suitable conservation research projects that focus on rehabilitant orangutans are especially welcome.
Awards are up to $3,000 CAD. Application deadline: Feb. 28, 2022.
Please use the application form on our website : http://orangutan.ca/grants/
For questions, please contact us at boscanada@gmail.com

Several BOS Canada members and supporters work with Story Book Farm, a sanctuary for
primates rescued form illegal captivity. Darwin, the famous Ikea monkey, and Pockets Warhol,
the famous artist, are among them. SBF provides valuable and important contributions to animal
welfare. Check out their website and consider donating to help them provide good care for the
primates they shelter - and visiting, once it’s safe…. See www.storybookmonkeys.org/

BOS Canada Donation
I would like to make a tax-deductible donation of $ ____________ to BOS Canada
to support orangutan protection projects.
Name:

____________________________________________________________________________

Address:

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

Phone:

__________________________

email:

_____________________________________

Send this form with your donation to BOS Canada, 74 Boultbee Av., Toronto ON M4J 1B1, Canada
To be eligible for a charitable receipt, donations must have a minimum value of $20 CAD
BOS Canada is a registered Canadian Charity # 86282 4786 RR0001
You can also donate online, by credit card, through our web site www.orangutan.ca

